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The Fortress Solution delivers holistic visibility into
emerging risks throughout your connected asset
ecosystem. It’s a tool-agnostic platform converging
three complementary solutions for Third Party Vendor Risk
Management (TPRM), Vulnerability Risk Management
(VRM) and Operational Technology Risk (OTR).

Here is a closer look at how the VRM component of the Fortress
Solution supports your organization.
The Challenge
While many organizations already implement vulnerability scanner
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tools, most of these tools lack holistic visibility across lines of business
or asset types. Such solutions are of little use without a way to prioritize
reported vulnerabilities and integrate with existing work management
or ticketing mechanisms.
The Fortress Approach to VRM
Fortress customers find value in our VRM solution’s ability to coordinate
vulnerability management among key stakeholders – application
developers, application owners, business owners and security teams
– so that VRM activity maps to security objectives that are critically
important for the business without disrupting core operational goals.
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A Powerful VRM Solution
The Fortress VRM solution provides insights into the biggest security concerns within our customer
environments. Our powerful suite of capabilities addresses a wide range of VRM needs, including:
Asset Management

Reduction in time or resource cost
to resolve vulnerabilities

Asset Classification

Improved coordination and collaboration
with external teams

Vulnerability visibility across disparate
technologies and environments

Compliance Reporting

Vulnerability Prioritization

Maturing vulnerability management
beyond scanning

Workflow Automation

Effective VRM Reporting

Advisory and Managed Services
The Fortress VRM solution is backed by industry and technology-centric expert advisory services to quickly
customize implementations, conduct gap analysis and cover additional project-oriented consulting needs.
Our team members hold advanced certifications in areas like cyber security, governance, third party risk
management, accounting, law and finance — so you get top experts on the case as you mitigate risk and
accelerate business operations.
Managed services optimize ongoing operations by coordinating robust protections for affected assets —
including patch management, system optimization, governance and vulnerability incident response. Across
the board, we reduce risk of security events and compliance risks, all while supporting operational demands
for maximum uptime.
The Fortress team is made up of experts in the critical fields where emerging cyber risks pose the greatest threat.
It’s a level of expertise and experience that’s exceedingly hard for companies to build on their own. That’s why
Fortress delivers a powerful, turnkey solution that enables clients to buy versus build. We bring speed and certainty
to your cyber defenses and help you avoid the workforce headaches of finding and retaining human capital.
Talk to Fortress Today
Contact Fortress for new levels of visibility and actionable insights on managing organizational vulnerabilities
so you can get a unified view of all assets and risks — prioritized for better clarity, speed and insight as you
analyze, correlate and address vulnerabilities and risks across your entire digital ecosystem.
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